
Sign Language

Issues in sign language:

1.  Language typically oral with innate basis.
What happens with visual-spatial language - same or
different properties?

2.  Neurological basis - Do same or different brain
areas underlie the acquisition of sign and spoken
language

3.  Effects of delayed acquisition - Critical period for
acquisition of sign?  Often delayed exposure for deaf



Similarities and Differences between
Spoken Language and Sign

Differences:

1.  Iconicity of signs - some signs have elements that directly
represent some aspect of concept being referred to:

tree, I, you, give

But iconic sign may vary across languages.



2.  Spatial aspect not present in spoken language
Son, daughter locations in space that may be referred to

3.  Role of gesture, expressiveness - seems exaggerated
Why might this be the case?





Similarities

1.  Phonology - something equivalent to distinctive features
changing shape, position, movement changes sign
(like voicing, place, manner)
“slips of the hand” - anticipate later phonological
component







Slips of the hand









2.  Verb inflections - richer than in English, but like some other
spoken language - give again, give to each, give to each
repeatedly.
Tense - indicated by time something occurred or “finished”
added

3.  Word order - SVO typical

Similarities (cont)







Neurological basis:

1.  Sign language aphasia

For spoken languages, left hemisphere specialization -
Broca’s, Wernicke’s areas
Rt. Hemisphere involved higher level discourse aspects
Sign spatial - is rt. hemisphere more involved?

Studies by:
Bellugi, Lima and many trained by this lab (Poizner,
Corina) examined patients who were brain-damaged
signers

Left hemisphere also underlies most obvious sign
language deficits





Subtle differences - motor areas near hand, arm rather than
mouth.  Posterior lesions not exactly the same.
(BUT - localization in oral language users not that precise)

2.  Neuroimaging (PET, fMRI)

Neville et al. study

English (written) Signed language
Sentences Sentences
Consonant strings Nonsense signs

Three groups:
Hearing SS
Deaf, native signers
Hearing, native signers (hearing children of deaf parents)



Results (subtraction of sentence-nonsense):

Hearing:
Traditional left hemis. language areas for spoken.  
No activation difference for signed sentence vs. nonsense

Deaf, native signers:
Traditional left + rt. Hemisphere areas for signed sentences
Rt. Hemisphere for English (!) - may use visual-spatial in reading

Hearing, native signers:
Similar to deaf for sign (left + right)
Left hemisphere activation for English -

due to better acquisition of English than for deaf?











Critical Period?

1.  In spoken language users-
Abuse cases - no language exposure until teenage years
Very minimal language abilities - single words, no syntax

Problems with interpretation?  

2.  Deaf children of hearing parents -
No abuse or retardation to worry about
Many don’t get sign language until 5-6 yrs old

Newport & Supalla (1980) -
Three groups of signers - 30 yrs of sign experience:
1.  Native signers (birth - children of deaf parents)
2.  Learned at age 4-6
3.  Learned after age 12



Results:

1.  All used correct word order

2.  Morphological aspects (inflections):

Competence depended on age of acquisition 


